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.oae most people 11 even fifty years ago,-tgcLtçitrgh the

involved careful process of trimming a wick,....a¬ lighting i# an-af ..ng

a kerosene 1am to provide light only a fraction as good as the light we have

today. One touch of a button and our rooms are filled with light. In'every

aspect of our lives science reigns.

here have been some great minds among scientists, but the advance is

not primarily due to any one great mind or any group of great minds. The

essential jmatter about science is the attitude of looking for evidence,

examining the evidence, -4tt44*tg testing it to be sure what evidence
,

is valid and the; constçucing models upon it.
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Let us think of the situation of a human being. As a small child he

has no knowledge at all. He learns that if he cries someone will relieve

him of the particular situation that is causing him discomfort, or will

bring him the food that he craves, so he develops a mechanism to get an

answer to his a needs. As he grows older he learns the meaning of words

from hearing others use them. He hears about 1k phenomena in life and

his impulse for many years is simply to take whatever his parents or other

people tell him as Et certainty. As he grows older he finds that many

of the things he has been told are not tt true. He gaKk goes to school

and learns that the statement "the sun rises" or "the sun sets"
1;

merely

a g figurative expression, that actually the earth turn 'ilooks as if

the sun rises or sets. He learns that many of the things

that his parents have told him do not correspond to reality. He learns t

some of the basic concepts of science. He perhaps has some experie e in

performing simple experiments and fteJkis experimenteems to go

wxai wrong and he must check and double-check -dethahis method to be

sure that he is getting it exactly
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